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Abstract

In this paper, we address the problem of query for-
mulation in the context of multi-domain integration
of heterogeneous data on the Web. We argue that
effectively tackling this problem requires solutions to
query specification and refinement, development and
organization of domain taxonomies, and designing
query templates to incorporate spatial and temporal
conditions across multiple domains. We discuss our
approaches in designing the query formulation com-
ponent for InfoMosaic, our proposed framework for
multi-domain information integration.

1 Motivation

Today, the problem of information integration has as-
sumed a completely different, complex connotation
than what it used to be. The advent of the Inter-
net, the proliferation of information sources on the
surface Web and the deep Web, the presence of struc-
tured, semi-structured, and unstructured data – all
have added new dimensions to the problem as known
earlier. Although existing frameworks have success-
fully addressed a number of data integration issues [9],
an important challenge that has not garnered signifi-
cant attention is the problem of query formulation.

In the context of information integration, user
queries tend to span multiple sources and involve a
number of conditions (e.g., spatial, temporal, generic)
depending upon the heterogeneity of data types. For
instance, consider a sample user intent: “Retrieve cas-
tles reachable by train within 2 hours from London”. It
is evident that this intent spans multiple sources and
involves spatial as well as temporal constraints. All
the information for answering this intent is available
on the web; however, it is currently not possible to
formulate such an intent as a search/query and obtain
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meaningful results. Although a multitude of retrieval
mechanisms have been designed and successfully ap-
plied for formulating searches on the surface Web and
queries over the deep Web, they prove to be inadequate
in supporting the formulation of user intents such as
the one shown earlier. For instance, mechanisms such
as search engines, meta-search engines, faceted-search
systems, question-answering frameworks, etc. only
perform lookup of the keywords in the user query
across Web documents followed by a ranking of the
results. Similarly, query mechanisms such as the in-
terfaces exported by deep Web sources (e.g., Ama-
zon, Yahoo Travel), integration architectures (e.g.,
Ariadne [1], Google Base [2]), etc. are designed for
a single or a set of pre-defined sources based on the
schema of the underlying sources and thus, are re-
strictive in terms of the flexibility offered to users in
framing queries.

In the paper, we address the problem of query
formulation in the context of InfoMosaic, a generic
framework we are currently developing for addressing
the problem of heterogeneous information integration
across multiple Web domains. As Figure 1 indicates,
the idea is to accept minimal user intent, formulate
one or more queries using a knowledge-base, select the
one the user is interested in, transform the query into
a detailed plan and evaluating it on actual informa-
tion sources and perform integration of information
from multiple sources. The results will be ranked and
displayed to the user. This paper discusses two ap-
proaches we are developing for solving the query for-
mulation problem, and establishes the challenges that
need to be tackled for using these approaches.

2 The Query Formulation Problem

Ideally, a query formulation component should be able
to accept minimal input from the user and refine that
into a complete query that corresponds to the user in-
tent and contains necessary information for processing
it on the web sources. For instance, in response to
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Figure 1: InfoMosaic Architecture

an input specified for the query intent shown earlier,
the final complete query generated by the formulation
component (assuming a variant of SQL representation)
could be:

SELECT *
FROM

SOURCES www.castles.org, www.national-rail.com
IN DOMAINS tourist attractions, transportation
FOR ENTITIES castle, train

WHERE
SPATIAL CONDITIONS

train.source = ’London’
train.destination = castle.location
castle.location near ’London’

TEMPORAL CONDITIONS
train.start_date = 09/19/2008
train.return_date = 09/19/2008
train.duration < 2 hours

Simple as it appears, automating such a query
formulation process presents several challenges. As
pointed out in [7], Web users prefer to express their
intent in a succinct manner (such as keyword queries)
and desire minimal interactions with the underlying
system. Although these user preferences work well for
search engines and database systems where the result
of a user query is a relevant list of answers (Web links
in the case of search engines and tuples in the case
of database systems), it is not easy to satisfy these
preferences in the context of query formulation where
one needs to generate a complete structured query that
matches the user intent (instead of an answer-list). For
example, taking the input: “castle, train, London”
(for the sample intent shown earlier), it is not possible
to generate a complete query (shown above) with no
additional interactions with the user.

The usage of statistics from past user queries is a
possible alternative for formulating a succinct keyword
intent into a complete query; however this technique
would be inadequate as multiple potential queries can
possibly map the user intent. For instance, some of the
queries representing the above keyword intent could
be: i) Retrieve Castles near London that are reachable
by Train, ii) Retrieve Hotels near London that are Cas-
tles and can be reached by a Train, iii) Retrieve Books
whose title contain the words ‘Castle’ or ‘Train’ writ-
ten by an author whose name is ‘London’, etc., and it is
difficult to resolve which of these represent the actual

Figure 2: The Formulation Challenge

user intent. Moreover, for a minimal set of input key-
words, the data for values of certain attributes (e.g.,
train.start date, train.return date, castle.location),
needed to be fed to underlying Web sources to obtain
relevant data, and in the absence of additional user in-
teractions, it would be difficult to deduce these values.

An additional challenge in this formulation process
is elucidated by the final complete query that contains
several components such as the Web domains (e.g.,
tourist attractions), the sources to be used for query-
ing (e.g., www.castles.org), the entities involved (e.g.,
castle), the attributes of interest (e.g., location), op-
erators (e.g., near), and values (e.g., London). The
formulation component needs to possess the knowl-
edge about these different types of information associ-
ated with user intent. In addition, information about
synonyms and heteronyms also needs to be associated
since the heterogeneity of the Web can lead to differ-
ent keywords having the same meaning (e.g., source-
city and start-city indicate the same concept in the
domain of transportation) or the same keyword sub-
suming different meanings (e.g., castle can indicate a
tourist attraction as well as a hotel). This gives rise
to the challenge of discovery and organization of such
extensive knowledge across multiple Web domains.

3 Our Approach

As Figure 2 shows, the ideal method for formulating
a query involves minimal input and minimal interac-
tions. However, as evident from the challenges dis-
cussed in the previous section, formulating it by satis-
fying both these parameters seems to be a hard task.

Hence, we propose two approaches – refine-as-you-
input and verify-after-input that relaxes one of the
above parameters respectively and helps in transform-
ing the intent to a complete query. We also discuss
our approach to the creation of a knowledge-base, that
would contain the necessary pieces of information (do-
mains, sources, entities, ...) required by the formula-
tion component. In addition, we also describe our ap-
proach to some of the other challenges that may arise
as a part of the formulation component.
• Approach 1: Refine-as-you-input: In this
approach the parameter of minimal interactions is
relaxed for ensuring minimal input from the user in
building the complete query. At each interaction, the



user provides a limited input (from a set of choices
based on the information in the knowledge-base)
that facilitates the completion of the query. Initially,
the user provides the keywords representing the
basic entities of interest (e.g., {castle, train, city}
for the sample query intent). These keywords are
checked against the knowledge base and in the case
of heteronyms, they would be ranked and shown to
the user to choose the exact intent. Subsequently,
a query template (in stages for various types of
conditions) will be generated based on the informa-
tion associated with these entities in the knowledge
base. The possible list of simple conditions (e.g.,
train.startT ime {genericOperator} {value})
as well as integration conditions (e.g.,
castle.location {spatialOperator} train.startLocation)
would be displayed.

The user would fill/modify such a template in a
manner similar to filling Web query interfaces so that
an unambiguous query is formed at the end. Although
this approach seems restrictive in terms of user input
and involves a minimum of three to four steps, we be-
lieve that such an approach will be useful for a novice
user in understanding and using the system.
• Approach 2: Verify-after-input: This approach
will reduce the number of interactions by relaxing the
minimal input parameter. The motivation behind this
approach is to accept a verbose input that represents
the entire intent. This input will be matched against
the knowledge-base for attribute coverage and occur-
rence to refine and generate the complete query. It
may be possible to not only verify but resolve some
misrepresentations (such as attribute names and con-
ditions) using the meta-data in the knowledge-base.

An important issue to be addressed in this approach
is to determine the method of specifying the entire in-
tent. An intuitive approach would be to allow the user
to express the intent in natural language. This is cer-
tainly a preferred alternative; however, to the best of
our knowledge, the capability to accept arbitrary nat-
ural language queries and convert them to structured
queries does not exist. Alternately, a feasible approach
would be to display an empty query template such as:

SELECT <output attributes>
FROM

SOURCES <sources>
IN DOMAINS <domains>
FOR ENTITIES <entities>

WHERE
GENERIC CONDITIONS <generic conditions>
SPATIAL CONDITIONS <spatial conditions>
TEMPORAL CONDITIONS <temporal conditions>

and ask the user to fill and complete the entire query.
However, this would require the user to have an un-
derlying knowledge about the data model, the schema
for different entities, the attribute and their meta-data
(ranges, values, types, etc.), and the set of feasible con-
ditions possible for the intent. These constraints would
require the user to have certain level of experience with

the capability of the system and hence, although it
ensures minimal interactions, this approach would be
better suited as the user gains confidence in using the
system and is familiar with the domains handled by
the system.
• Knowledge Base: Both the approaches require
different types and extents of information about the
entities, domains, sources, operators, attributes and
values at different stages of the formulation process.
The usage of taxonomies and ontologies for represent-
ing the entities within a domain and their relationships
seems to be a natural choice. Similarly, a mapping be-
tween the entities (e.g., train) and the underlying Web
sources (e.g., national-rail.com) that provide data for
these entities has been clearly established. Further-
more, analysis of the sources for understanding the at-
tributes associated with the entities and the supported
meta-data (data type, range of values, operators sup-
ported, etc.) is necessary for formulating query condi-
tions in the refine-as-you-input approach. In addition,
understanding the compatibility between domains and
entities in forming integration conditions and the pos-
sible set of operators that can defined over these op-
erations seem to be necessary. The categorization of
attributes for entities that participate in spatial and
temporal conditions can further aid the formulation
process.

Additionally, we also maintain a workload compris-
ing the collection of statistics and feedback associated
with past queries such as – users‘ preference for key-
word meanings in the case of heteronyms, popularity of
attributes for entities in a taxonomy in forming query
conditions, etc. This workload repository would be a
constantly evolving collection of statistics based on the
queries generated from user input.

We would like to clarify that in our work, we do not
address the discovery (or automatic acquisition) of in-
formation used for this approach. To the best of our
knowledge, the current process [5] of designing tax-
onomies and ontologies is done manually with a small
amount of automation involved for particular domains
such as science, literature, etc.. Hence, in our frame-
work, we intend on using the different pieces of exist-
ing information available in the form of Web directo-
ries (e.g., Yahoo Directory), domain ontologies (e.g.,
OntoBuilder [5]), language repositories (e.g., Word-
Net), domain portals (e.g., Yahoo Travel) and using
the basic theories of taxonomy creation to manually
construct the knowledge base for a few domains in the
prototype system.
• Ranking Model: In the refine-as-you-input ap-
proach, the input keyword, if a heteronym, may give
rise to multiple query combinations (e.g., the keyword
castle may map as a travel attraction to the domain
of recreation and as a hotel to the domain of lodg-
ing). We are investigating the applicability of a rank-
ing model that can aid in pruning some of the mean-



ings for a keyword based on other keywords in a query
followed by ordering the remaining meanings based on
metrics such as semantics or statistics. We are cur-
rently working towards understanding the parameters
that could influence ranking and formulating such a
generic model.

4 Evaluation Plan

The two approaches we discussed would formulate a
complete query by relaxing one of the two parame-
ters (input and interactions). Our larger goal is to
determine how close these approaches can converge to
the ideal formulation in Figure 2 without losing the
capability of performing complete query formulation.
Hence, a benchmark needs to be established that de-
fines the effectiveness of these approaches that will
then direct us to focus on the larger goal.

However, evaluating these approaches and the ef-
fectiveness of the query formulation component is def-
initely not a trivial issue. In the refine-as-you-input
approach, the goal is to reduce the number of inter-
actions, and hence, we plan to test this parameter for
evaluating the overall approach. The impact of the
workload repository and knowledge-base coupled with
an effective ranking model would need to be tested to
determine their effect on reduction of interactions.

In the second approach, our goal is to evaluate least
minimal input that needs to be provided to generate
a query with only one user interaction. For instance,
the effectiveness of the approach if certain components
such as sources, domains, condition-values, etc. are
not specified would need to be tested. However, since
the query formulation in the second approach also de-
pends on the experience of the user, evaluating this
approach seems to be a tricky issue.

The crucial part at this stage is to determine a rea-
sonable benchmark for deciding the effectiveness of
these approaches. On a Web scale, it is difficult to
evaluate these approaches unless it is actually tested
by the users. Our current plan is to test them in a re-
lational database environment with SQL queries. We
are currently investigating the formalization of such a
setup that could set the necessary benchmarks for the
evaluation of the component.

5 Related Work

Query formulation in existing integration frameworks
is fairly simple since the focus is on integrating data
from multiple sources in a single or a set of fixed
domains. For instance, Havasu [6] supports a key-
word search on it BibFinder application to extract
data for technical publications from multiple sources
in a single domain (Literature). Systems such as Ari-
adne [1], Whirl [3], etc. export mediated query in-
terfaces for fixed set of domains that allow user to
formulate queries similar to the ones in deep Web
sources. Commercial systems such as Google Base [7]

and desktop-level data-space applications [4] advocate
the usage of keyword queries. Building queries for in-
tegration in a demonstrative manner was investigated
in[10] and [8]. However, the focus of these frameworks
is to perform a simple text/Web-search to obtain dif-
ferent types of data in response to the keywords (e.g.,
blogs, web-links, videos, etc.) instead of formulating a
query where every keyword corresponds to a distinct
entity. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
ones to address multi-domain information integration
over arbitrary domains and work towards designing a
query formulation component that is not bound to the
underlying schema.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the problem of formu-
lating queries in the context of information integra-
tion. We articulated the challenges associated with
designing algorithms and techniques for the query for-
mulation problem and how extant techniques are not
adequate for addressing this problem. We discussed
alternative approaches for formulating queries in the
context of our proposed InfoMosaic framework and
highlighted the importance of different types of meta-
information needed for the same.
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